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I really enjoyed working for Central City concern. What company was remarkable and the people/supervisors were
fantastic. conventional history I still believe.

Ccc also operates the community volunteer corps, providing meaningful volunteer work opportunities that
help people living in ccc housing develop basic job skills, build a work history, and regain confidence in their
ability to succeed. All employment decisions regarding criminal history are made in compliance with the Fair
Credit Reporting Act and Ban the Box legislation. Only valid requirements will be imposed for employment
practices that include but are not limited to recruitment, hiring, training, promotions, compensation, discipline,
transfers, layoffs, terminations, education tuition assistance, social and recreational programs, and all other
aspects of employment. Back to top Employees and Applicants with Disabilities CCC encourages people with
disabilities to apply for any employment opportunity for which they are qualified. Family alcohol and drug
free community housing network fan is a collaborative program that serves families recovering from the
effects of drug and alcohol addiction. This also became the hardest part of the job. We're in awe of the energy
and activism coming out of Elisabeth Jones Art Center! Since Central City Concern's mission consisted of
delivering multicultural and economic direct services, most staff members seemed to be progressive and
inclusive by default. Our own staff members continue to push themselves by furthering their education,
completing certifications, studying and attending classes in their off hours. Congratulations to everyone!
Thank you! Ccc provides housing, supportive services and alternatives to these individuals. Questions were
standard, almost erring on the side of too standard and general. My experience met all of their basic
qualifications, but it seemed like they were looking for a much narrower skill set then they actually posted for.
The community engagement program cep provides housing and services to people with long histories of
homelessness, addiction and mental health challenges. Employment access center is a job resource center with
specialized programs to assist homeless individuals, or those at risk of becoming homeless, achieve
self-sufficiency by teaching the vocational and social skills needed to find and sustain full-time employment.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer and we prioritize active inclusion of diverse staff. The phone
interview was held with three individuals over a speaker or conference line, which was difficult to make out
clearly what they were saying and who exactly was speaking. CCC values lived experience and multilingual
individuals in its hiring practices. There was no effort to recruit on their part, nothing seemed personalized or
even particularly friendly. Turnaround time was great. Explore job opportunities at Blackburn Center and join
us in this innovative and impactful work! We were encouraged to meet clients where they were and use
compassionate problem solving to engage. I got the sense that they didn't read my resume nor had any specific
questions to me, my background or how skills were transferrable so talking about my current roles and
experience didn't seem to translate. The recovery mentor program provides housing and an assigned mentor to
help clients adhere to a recovery plan of action. Emails concerning clients would get handled first then
operational emails staff meetings, training's etc. My work days enable me be become proficient in
interviewing and detailing protocols that insured positive results with clients. Please monitor your email for
updates on the status of your application. Phone interviews are already a challenge since they can be so
impersonal, then add a panel phone interview and it only makes it worse. Central City Concern supported a
casual but driven culture. Back to top CCC Values CCC values and celebrates diversity in race, heritage,
ethnicity, gender identity and expression, sexual orientation, religion, age, and disability. Being engaged with
policy and macro political landscapes heightened my awareness to where advocacy is needed most. As a
federal contractor, CCC is unable to employ or contract with any individual who is on the Office of Inspector
General or System for Award Management exclusion lists. Training and advancement opportunities are
embedded in our culture and staff members support one another in their professional endeavors. These
enterprises provide on-the-job training that increases job skills and employability, leading to
better-than-minimum wage incomes and helping people move from dependency to self-sufficiency. We seek
to change the way these services are delivered to all people, especially vulnerable populations. Our guiding
principles drive this work to be: person centered integrated and in collaboration with community partners
focused on diversity, equity and inclusion, and sustainable for long-term success. I got the call really wanting
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to get the position and ended it with "meh Interview I applied online and received a phone call within a couple
of days to set-up a phone interview. It's strange to hear about how welcoming of an organization it is, but I
didn't get that feeling at all past the scheduling call. The old town clinic otc is a healthcare clinic for a patient
base of homeless and low-income individuals. CCC is committed to fostering a culture of inclusion and equity
for staff of all backgrounds and we have numerous ongoing initiatives to support this effort, including but not
limited to: A large and active agency diversity committee Various opportunities for access to education and
development New Employee Ambassadors Ongoing assessments of organizational equity, inclusion, and staff
engagement Ongoing development of career paths and opportunities for advancement CCC values the service
Veterans and their family members have given to our country and we support the hiring of returning service
members and military spouses. Furthermore, through my case management practice I discovered that a legal
path may be more satisfying for my social palate.


